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The annual inflation rate stood at 10% in 

september.2008,.as.per.the.department.

of.statistics.of.the.ministry.of.economic.

development.of.georgia..

The annual core inflation rates also 

decreased.in.september.equaling..

8.1% and 7.1% for the products within 

the limit of two and one standard 

deviations,.respectively.

The annual inflation rate of imported 

goods eased to 11.9% in September. 

the.comparatively.higher.rate.of.price.

increases.on.imported.goods.is.mostly.

explained by high inflation in major 

trading.partners.(ukraine,.russia,.

Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Turkey, 

Armenia). High level of inflation in 

georgia.is.largely.determined.by.

imported inflation from major trading 

partners..

Average wages considerably increased in 

2008,.as.compared.to.the.previous.year..

This was accompanied by real growth 

in labor productivity. However, the 

relatively rapid increase in wages caused 

the demand to significantly exceed the 

supply. This alerts of the inflationary 

pressure.risk.

The size of reserve money grew by 

15.7% over the first nine months of 

2008..during.this.period,.the.nBg.

was mostly pursuing the expansionary 

monetary.policy.by.means.of.money.

market.interventions.at.the.tbilisi.

Interbank.currency.exchange.(tIBfeX)..

an.essential.exception.from.this.policy.

was made in August, when, due to drastic 

changes.in.market.conditions,.demand.

for.foreign.currency.sharply.exceeded.

supply;.the.nBg’s.foreign.currency.

interventions were aimed at reducing the 

monetary.base.during.this.month.

high.rates.of.money.supply.reversed.to.

decline.starting.from.august.2008..In.

QIII,.the.size.of.m3.aggregate.decreased.

by.222.2.million.Lari.amounting.to.

3965.7.million.Lari..foreign.currency.

deposits were down by 62.6 million Lari, 

totaling.1708.2.million.Lari.by.the.end.of.

september..deposits.in.national.currency.

dropped.by.120.7.million.Lari.amounting.

to.1061.0.million.Lari.by.the.end.of.the.

period.

the.size.of.the.m2.aggregate.decreased.

by 6.6% (159.6 million Lari) during 

the.reporting.period..By.the.end.of.

September the annual growth rates of 

M3 and M2 declined to 6.9% and 17.1%, 

respectively.

The August war in Georgia along with the 

global financial crisis negatively impacted 

the country’s growth rates and, as a 

consequence, significantly reduced the 

volumes.of.foreign.direct.investments.

In.QII.2008,.the.country’s.gdP.at.current.

prices.reached.4995.2.million.Lari;.

the growth rate of GDP in real terms 

equaled 7.9%, which is less than the 

same parameter (9.3%) in QI. However, 

positive growth tendency has been 

observed.virtually.in.all.sectors..

of.the.economy.

IntroductIon
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according.to.the.nBg’s.estimates,.georgia’s.

economic growth tends towards a sensible 

slowdown for the nearest year and will 

decline in QIII to the lowest growth ratio 

registered.over.the.recent.years.

starting.from.QIII,.a.substantial.decline.

is.also.anticipated.in.the.investments.

growth ratio. This is largely due to the 

August war in Georgia as well as the 

global financial crisis. In this context, the 

main obstruction to investment growth 

is.seen.in.the.forecasted.shortfall.of.

foreign.direct.investments..Potentially,.

the.shortfall.could.be.replenished.from.

the large financial assistance package 

extended to Georgia; however this 

package will not be available until 2009.

The growth rate of exports kept ahead 

of the imports growth rate throughout 

the first three quarters of 2008. This 

tendency was particularly evident in .

QIII, when the rate of increase in exports 

goods reached 38% (compared to the 

respective.period.of.the.previous.year).

whereas imports rate stood at 14%. As a 

result, the trade deficit equaled 6% only. 

External trade turnover was particularly 

low in August. During this month the 

annual growth rate of exports decreased 

to 2%; as for the imports, their volumes 

declined by 13%.

The Monetary Policy Committee was 

gradually.tightening.the.monetary.policy.

over the first half of 2008. The tightening 

discontinued.in.June,.and.starting.from.

august.the.committee.reversed.to.

gradual.loosening..such.policy.changes.

were made to address the situation in 

the financial sector and, overall, in the 

economy.of.the.country.

Inflation forecasts, made by the NBG 

using.different.forecasting.methods,.

made.it.possible.to.loosen.the.

monetary.policy.

In order to maintain financial stability 

and provide the banking system with 

short-term.liquidity.funds.in.august,.the.

nBg.extensively.used.the.lending.of.last.

resort.facility..

on.september.2,.the.nBg.introduced.

refinancing loans as a new instrument 

of.monetary.policy..the.interest.rate.

on such loans represents a new NBG 

policy.rate..It.shall.play.a.key.role.in.

the.formation.of.interest.rates.in.the.

economy.

amid.increasing.risk.factors.and.

slumping.demand,.banks.and.their.

clients.dramatically.restrained.their.

activities during the last two months; 

this caused a reduction of growth rates 

of.the.volume.of.loans.extended.by.the.

banks.

One of the major reasons of 

deceleration of economic growth was 

the.reduction.of.loans.extended.to.the.

domestic.economy..to.alleviate.the.

situation it was necessary to provide 

additional.liquidity.funds.to.commercial.

banks..therefore,.in.september.the.

nBg.issued.a.six-month.loan.in.the.

amount of 150 million Lari at 13% 

interest.

the.decisions.of.the.monetary.Policy.

committee.of.the.nBg.made.it.possible.

to.avoid.further.aggravation.of.

conditions faced by Georgia’s financial 

sector..In.september.2008.the.banking.

sector was more or less stabilized. 

INTROducTION
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changes In consumer PrIces1.

GRAPh 1.1
changes In annual InflatIon for goods and servIces of 
varIous consumPtIon durabIlIty

The overall level of consumer prices grew by 

1.3% in QIII 2008, as per the Department 

of.statistics.of.the.ministry.of.economic.

development.of.georgia..accordingly,.in.

September 2008 the annual inflation rate 

dropped to 10.6%, as compared to .

11.3% for the previous quarter. The 

average annual inflation rate increased by 

0.8 percentage points reaching 10.5%. 

During the quarter the inflation was 

mainly.conditioned.by.price.increase.on.

food.products,.and.there.are.several.

reasons.to.this..Price.increase.on.certain.

agricultural products was caused by the 

supply deficit in the market and hampered 

inland.transportation.conditions between 

the.regions.caused.by.the.august.military.

situation..the.prices.soared.in.august,.

but.partially.subsided.in.september..

since.prices.are.stickier.to.decline,.rather.

than.to.increase,.it.is.anticipated.that.

the.prices.increased.during.the.military.

hostilities period will gradually decline 

through the following months.

The annual core inflation rates also 

decreased.in.september.equaling..

8.1% and 7.1% for products within the 

limit of two and one standard deviations, 

respectively. As we can see, the rates 

are not high and fluctuate within the 

range of 8%.

As it was already mentioned, in September 

2008,.compared.to.the.same.month.of.

the.previous.year,.the.goods.prices.in.the.

consumption basket grew by 10.6%. .

a.3.7% reduction of prices has 

been recorded for “clothes”, while 

prices.of.“alcoholic.beverages.and.

tobacco”.decreased by 0.3%. Prices in 

“communications” sector grew by 4.4%. 

Significant price increase has been 

recorded for the following groups of the 

consumer.goods.basket:.“food.and.non-

alcoholic beverages” (13.6%), “household 

appliances” (17.3%), and “healthcare” 

(15.2%). Prices on the commodity group 

“housing, water, electricity, gas and 

other types of energy” grew by 7.6%. In 

september.2008,.compared.to.the.same.

month.of.the.previous.year,.the.most.

significant price increase took place in 

the.“transport1” group (16.8%), which 
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GRAPh 1.2 
annual InflatIon based on locatIon of ProductIon

was mostly due to.the.increase.in.prices.

on.intracity.bus,.micro-bus,.and.taxi.

transportation..

The annual inflation rate of imported 

goods eased to 11.9% in September. 

the.comparatively.higher.rate.of.price.

increases.on.imported.goods.is.mostly.

explained by high inflation in major 

trading.partners.(ukraine,.russia,.

Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Turkey, and 

Armenia). Inflation rate of domestically 

produced goods reduced to 9.1%, which 

is.mainly.due.to.the.setback.in.prices.on.

agricultural.products..thus,.high.level.of.

inflation in Georgia is largely determined 

by the imported inflation from major 

trading.partners.

It is noteworthy to look at the dynamics 

of.prices.on.traded1.and.non-traded.

goods..the.prices.on.non-tradables.rise.

faster.than.those.on.tradables.for.the.

recent.years..this.is.quite.peculiar.to.

developing.countries;.intensive.capital.

inflows that were observed for the last 

two years resulted in the availability of 

additional.savings.among.the.population.

boosting.aggregate.demand..other.

things.being.equal,.higher.demand.leads.

to price acceleration, which is faster for 

non-tradables.compared.to.tradables..

the.price.formation.on.tradables.mainly.

depends on the world market tendencies, 

whereas even the increased demand 

in Georgia, being the country with a 

small economy, is too weak to influence 

dominant world prices on tradables, and 

pressure.on.non-tradables.is.stronger..

However it must be noted that, during 

the past two months, a higher inflation 

is.being.observed.for.the.traded.goods;.

GRAPh 1.3
InflatIon of traded and non-traded goods

this can be explained mainly by significant 

price.hikes.on.certain.agricultural.products.

during.the.military.hostilities.period.

analysis.of.goods.by.consumption.

durability shows that in September 2008, 

1  Goods and services, which can be sold at a distance from the production location
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TABLE 1.1
InflatIon (cPI) IndIcators for varIous comPonents (%), theIr share In the consumPtIon basket (%)  
and ImPact on cPI (%)

200� 
december

September 2008 /  
June 200�

September 2008 /  
September 200�

October 200� – September 2008/
October 200� – September 200�

Weight Inflation Impact Inflation Impact Inflation Impact

Total 100.0 1.3 1.3 10.� 10.� 11.3 11.3
Food and non-alcoholic beverages ��.3 2.1 0.9 13.� �.0 1�.3 �.3
Food �3.0 2.1 0.9 13.9 �.9 1�.� �.3
Bread and Bakery Products 12.2 1.8 0.3 1�.9 2.2 2�.2 3.3
meat and meat Products �.� -1.1 -0.1 12.3 0.8 �.� 0.�
Fish Products 1.1 �.� 0.0 1.8 0.0 0.� 0.0
milk, cheese, Eggs �.2 19.2 0.� 9.� 0.� 12.� 0.�
Oils and Fats 3.� -0.3 0.0 19.� 0.8 38.0 1.3
Fruits, Grapes 2.3 2.0 0.1 22.� 0.9 3�.1 1.3
Vegetables, Watermelons, Potatoes and Other Solanaceae 8.8 -�.� -0.3 8.3 0.� -10.0 -0.9
Sugar, Jam, honey, Syrups, chocolate, Pastry 2.� �.9 0.2 �.8 0.1 -1.� 0.0
Other Food Products 0.� 2.9 0.0 10.� 0.1 12.8 0.1
Non-Alcoholic Beverages 1.3 1.0 0.0 3.8 0.0 3.9 0.0
Alcoholic Beverages, Tobacco 3.� 0.� 0.0 -0.3 0.0 0.2 0.0
clothing and Footwear �.0 -1.� -0.1 -3.� -0.2 -�.0 -0.2
housing, Water, Electricity, Gas, and Other Fuels 10.3 0.2 0.0 �.� 0.8 1�.2 1.�
Furniture, home Appliances and Equipment,  
housing Renovation 3.� 1.� 0.1 1�.3 0.� 1�.2 0.�

healthcare 8.0 1.3 0.1 1�.2 1.2 12.� 1.0
Transport 9.0 0.8 0.1 1�.8 1.� 1�.0 1.�
communications �.� -0.� 0.0 �.� 0.2 3.0 0.1
Recreation, Leisure and culture 2.� 0.1 0.0 2.2 0.1 �.2 0.2
Education 3.� 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 0.1
hotels, cafes, Restaurants 2.� �.0 0.1 8.� 0.2 3.� 0.1
Other Goods and Services 3.2 1.0 0.0 �.1 0.2 �.3 0.2

Non durable Goods �8.0 1.8 1.2 12.0 8.1 12.� 8.�
Semi-durable Goods �.� -1.3 -0.1 -1.8 -0.1 -1.9 -0.1
durable Goods 1.9 -1.2 0.0 -1.1 0.0 -0.� 0.0
Services 23.� 0.� 0.2 10.� 2.� 11.� 2.8

1* For the  products within one standard deviation.
** for the products within two standard deviations.

GRAPh 1.�
annual cPI and core InflatIon (by 282 comPonents of the consumPtIon 
basket from december 2006)1

as.compared.to.the.previous.quarter,.

prices.decreased.on.semi-durable.and.

durable goods by 1.3% and 1.2%, 

respectively. Prices on services grew by 

0.7% and the inflation of non-durables 

increased to equal 1.8%. Among goods 

of.various.consumption.durability.the.

annual inflation rate is the highest for 

non-durable goods (12%). The annual 

inflation rate of services is also high 

(10.5%).

from.december.2005.to.september.

2008,.the.prices.on.non-durable.goods.
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chANGES IN cONSumER PRIcES

GRAPh 1.�
PrIce Increases, as comPared to december 2007

Box 1. EFFECT oF WoRLD PRICES oN THE LoCAL MARKET

Overall, the world commodity 

exchanges evidenced a downward 

tendency.in.prices.during.QIII.2008...

In.september,.the.average.monthly.

price.on.crude.oil.fell.to.$96.13/barrel.

at the Chicago Board of Trade, which 

is 24% lower than the price quoted in 

June..Beside.the.oil.products,.prices..

fell on wheat, sugar, and other 

commodity.groups..

for.the.above-mentioned.period,.such.a.

drastic.decrease.of.prices.at.commodity.

exchanges.can.be.mainly.explained.by.

the slowdown of economic activity due 

to the global financial crisis. Specifically, 

the global financial crisis (caused by 

the.mortgage.loan.crisis.in.the.usa).

provoked.realistic.expectations.of.the.

graPh 1
PrIces on gasolIne for 2007-2008 (usd/ton)

grew by 30.7%. During the same period 

the.prices.on.services.increased.by.

29.9%. As for the semi-durable and 

durable.goods,.during.the.same.period.

the prices decreased by 5.2% and 3.4%, 

respectively.

The high inflation rate registered in the 

last year was largely determined by 

several factors. Namely, world prices on 

wheat flour, sunflower oil, sugar, and oil 

products.increased.during.this.period..

These goods comprise quite a significant 

share.of.the.consumption.basket..

therefore,.the.global.price.increases.

had a significant negative impact on the 

inflation rates in Georgia. 
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graPh 2
PrIces on sugar In 2006-2008 (cent/kg)
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graPh 2
PrIces on Wheat In 2006-2008 (usd/bu)
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1 The NBG’s data on local commodity prices rely on the information provided by the Statistics department.
2 For wheat, price comparison  is made between world prices on wheat and local prices on bread.
3 These costs mainly include transportation and any other costs required to prepare  the imported goods for sale in the local market.

Based.on.the.data1.available.to.the.

NBG, along with the worldwide price 

decline.on.commodity.groups,.the.

prices.decline.is.also.observable.in.the.

local markets of Georgia. However, 

local decline rates are below those 

worldwide. The analysis of local and 

world prices shows strong correlation in 

gasoline prices; specifically, in terms of 

average.monthly.prices,.the.correlation.

coefficient equals 0.87%. Prices 

correlate the most within a one-month 

lag, which is why it might be assumed 

that.one.month.is.the.period.required.

for the world prices on oil products to 

carry.over.to.the.local.market..such.

a.time.lag.varies.depending.on.the.

commodities.group,.because.of.market.

specifics for commodities concerned. 

The correlation coefficients of local and 

world prices on sugar and wheat2..

(in.terms.of.zero-time.lag).indicate.

0.66% and 0.81%, respectively; .

the.time-lag.required.for.strong.

correlation.is.2-3.months.for.both.of.the.

commodity.groups.

.In.case.of.competitive.market.

environment.for.a.given.commodity,.the.

time-lag,.as.explained.above,.shall.not.

exceed.the.period.required.to.import.

such.commodity..In.this.sense,.the.

more.competitive.is.the.environment,.

the.more.sensitive.shall.be.the.local.

price.to.the.international.price..In.case.

of.absolutely.competitive.environment,.

the.degree.of.sensitivity.of.local.prices.

on.a.given.commodity.depends.on.the.

country’s tariff policy on imports, as well 

as.on.costs3.not.related.to.international.

prices..those.provisions.of.tariff.policy,.

which envisage taxation of imports 

proportionate.to.the.international.prices,.

amplify price sensitivity, whereas the 

costs.not.related.to.international.prices,.
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including.those.provisions.of.tariff.

policy which stipulate excise payments, 

dampen.price.sensitivity.

the.tax.code.stipulates.excise.payments.

for.oil.products..moreover,.the.cost.

of.transportation.of.oil.products.is.

higher.than,.for.instance,.sugar.and.

wheat. Imports of sugar and wheat are 

subject to taxation proportionate to 

the.international.prices,.as.envisaged.

in.the.import.tariff.policy..taking.into.

account the above-mentioned, we may 

assume.that,.other.things.being.equal,.

local prices will be less sensitive for 

oil.products.rather.than.for.sugar.and.

wheat.

the.correlation.of.international.and.

local.prices.enables.us.to.evaluate.the.

competitiveness.(or.monopolization).of.

markets..for.instance,.in.case.of.perfect.

competition.in.the.local.markets,.the.

price.shall.equal.marginal.costs..the.

marginal.costs,.in.turn,.can.be.divided.

into.costs.related.and.unrelated.to.

international.price...

Pc=mc=b*P*+c,

where 

Pc..-.price.under.perfect.competition.in.

the.local.market;

chANGES IN cONSumER PRIcES

mc.–.marginal.costs;

P*.–.price.in.the.international.market;.

c.–.all.other.costs.required.to.prepare.

the.imported.goods.for.sale.in.the.

local market, which are not related to 

international.prices;.

b - coefficient, which measures marginal 

effect.of.international.price.changes.on.

local.price..under.perfect.competition,.

the value of this coefficient is determined 

by.import.tarriff.policy.for.a.given.

commodity..In.case.of.gasoline,.sugar,.

and wheat, it equals 1.24, 1.39, and 

1.39,.respectively..

using.the.least.squares.method,.the.

equations produce the following results: 

P̂c=1.0�*P
*+0.23.–.for.gasoline;

P̂c=1.�8*P
*+0.27.–.for.sugar;.

P̂c=1.8�*P
*+0.30 – for wheat. 

We can reject the hypothesis of 

competitive.price-formation.on.

gasoline at a 5% significance level. 

For wheat, such rejection can be 

made only at a 10% significance 

level, whereas we cannot reject the 

hypothesis.for.sugar.at.any.acceptable.

significance level.
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InflatIon factors2.

TABLE 2.1.1
nomInal monthly average Wages of emPloyees In QII 2008, 
comPared to QII 2007 (%)

2.1. LABoR PRoDuCTIvITy, 

WAgES

The year of 2008 was earmarked by 

significant growth in average wages, as 

compared.to.2007..namely,.in..

QII 2008 the average monthly wages 

per.employee.in.the.official.economy.

increased.to.552.1.Lari1, which is .

57.4% higher than for the same period 

of 2007. The growth in the average 

monthly wages per employee was 

observable in all major sectors of 

the.economy..Based.on.the.sectoral.

analysis, the highest growth rate 

was achieved in the fish catching and 

fishery sector, in which the average 

monthly wages of employees increased 

trice.in.QII.2007,.as.compared.to.the.

same.period.of.the.previous.year..

Also remarkable are the growth rates 

for the following sectors: healthcare 

and social assistance (76.3%), public 

administration (73.3%), agriculture 

(71.7%), and hotels and restaurants 

(64.4%). It is worthwhile to mention 

that the lowest positive growth .

rate in the average monthly wages .

was recorded in the construction .

sector (11.4%).

Significant differences in the average 

wages by sectors still remained in .

QII.2008..the.highest.monthly..

average wages were registered for the 

sectors of financial intermediation .

(1428.0.Lari).and.public.administration.

(923.6.Lari),.exceeding.2.6.and..

1.7.times.the.monthly.average.for.

the whole economy, respectively. 

The lowest monthly average wages 

were registered in the sectors of 

education.(239.7.Lari).and.healthcare.

and.social.assistance.(323.2.Lari),.

equaling 43.4% and 58.5% of the 

monthly average wages for the whole 

economy,.respectively..Wages.that.

stand below the monthly average 

for the whole economy were mainly 

Source: data from the current production and labor statistics. 

Nominal Wages

Agriculture, hunting, and Forestry 1�1.�

Fish catching, Fishery 301.9

mining and Quarrying 1��.�

Processing Industry 1�0.�

Production and distribution of Electricity, Gas and Water 1�1.3

construction 118.�
Trade; Repair of cars, home Appliances, and Goods of Personal 
consumption 1�2.0

Restaurants and hotels 1��.�

Transport and communications 132.1

Financial Intermediation 1�1.3

Real Estate Operations, Leasing, consumer Services 1��.3

Public Administration 1�3.3

Education 1�2.8

health care and Social Assistance 1��.3

communal, Social and Personal Services 1��.�

Total 1��.�
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TABLE 2.1.2
real value added Per emPloyee In QII 2008, comPared to QII 2007 (%)

Real Value Added

Agriculture ��.3

manufacturing 10�.�

construction 92.�

Trade 11�.�

hotels and Restaurants 13�.�

Transport, communications 111.4

Financial Intermediation 142.5

Real estate Operations, Leasing and commercial Activity 175.8

Public Administration, defense 96.5

Education 115.7

healthcare 102.1

Other Services -128.9

Total 103.5

registered for those sectors, which are 

largely financed by the state budget 

(education,.healthcare.and.social.

assistance,.and.communal,.social.and.

personal.services).

In.QII.2008,.compared.to.the.same.

period.of.the.previous.year,.the.real.

growth of value-added per employee 

equaled 3.5% (which is 9.1% lower 

than.analogous.parameter.for.2007),.

thus.contributing.to.the.price.increase.

tendency.in.the.country’s.economy..In.

terms.of.types.of.economic.activity,.the.

growth rate of labor productivity was 

higher.in.the.services.sector.compared.

to.the.production.sector..remarkable.

growth was recorded in the following 

sectors:.real.estate.operations,.rent,.

and consumer services (75.8%), 

financial intermediation (42.5%), and 

restaurants and hotels (36.4%). As it 

was already mentioned, comparatively 

low growth rate was registered in the 

production field of the official economy 

(namely,.in.the.manufacturing.sector.

– 4.4%). For some sectors, negative 

growth was manifested. In this case 

we may point out the “other services”, 

where in QII 2008 the value-added .

per employee declined almost twice, .

as.compared.to.the.same.quarter..

of.2007..also.remarkable.drops..

were registered in agriculture .

(24.7%), construction (7.3%), .

and.public.administration.and..

defense (3.5%). 

the.real.increase.of.labor.productivity,.

being.an.indicator.of.supply.expansion,.

represents.by.itself.an.important.

counter-inflationary factor. However, 

the relatively rapid increase in wages .

(in QII 2008, the growth rate of 

average wages outpaced the growth 

rate.of.value.added.per.employee.by.

almost 51.2%) caused the demand .

to significantly exceed the supply. .

This alerts of the inflationary .

pressure.risk.

GRAPh 2.1.1
nomInal monthly average Wages of an emPloyee by sector, QII 2008 
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2.2. MoNETARy AggREgATES

During the first nine months of 2008 the 

reserve.money.increased.by.235.9.million.

Lari (15.7%), equaling 1734.4 million 

Lari.by.the.end.of.september..In.terms.of.

the.monthly.average,.the.reserve.money.

increased by 153.0 million Lari (10.6%) 

in.september.2008,.as.compared.to.

december.2007.

During the first nine months the NBG was 

mostly.pursuing.expansionary.monetary.

policy.by.means.of.money.market.

interventions.at.the.tIBfeX..an.essential.

exception from this policy was made in 

August, when, due to drastic changes in 

market.conditions,.demand.for.foreign.

currency.at.the.tIBfeX.sharply.exceeded.

supply;.the.nBg.sought.to.reduce.the.

monetary.base.during.this.month..the.

situation stabilized in September, when 

the foreign exchange market drew close 

to.the.equilibrium.level,.and.the.volumes.

of.the.foreign.currency.purchases.by.the.

nBg.nearly.equaled.those.of.its.sales..In.

aggregate,.throughout.the.nine.months.

supply significantly exceeded demand 

at the TIBFEX. As a result, along with 

appreciation.of.the.Lari.exchange.rate.

(1.5916.-.1.4060,.geL/usd),.the.net.

purchases.by.the.nBg.amounted.to.

usd.168.2.million.(circa.247.0.million.

Lari)..In.addition,.as.a.result.of.currency.

conversions.by.the.government,.the.net.

sales.by.the.nBg.amounted.to.usd..

407.7.million.(circa.599.0.million.Lari).

during.QIII.2008.the.volume.of.

government.deposits.decreased.by..

250.1.million.Lari.and,.according.to.the.

latest.september.data,.stood.at..

377.3.million.Lari..In.april.the.

government.issued.eurobonds.in.the.

total.amount.of.usd.500.million..these.

funds were placed in the Sustainable 

development.fund.and.future.

generations.fund..a.part.of.this.money.

(circa 70 million Lari) was repatriated 

by.the.end.of.the.accounting.period.and.

accumulated.on.the.government.deposits.

The NBG relied on auctions of Certificates 

of.deposit.as.a.main.instrument.of.the.

monetary.policy..In.the.accounting.period.

the.total.amount.of.liquidity.absorbed.by.

means.of.this.instrument.from.the.money.

market.amounted.to.1761.7.million.Lari..

The CDs worth 1989.4 million Lari were 

repaid.during.the.same.period..as.a.result,.

the net amount of money withdrawn 

by.means.of.the.cds.from.the.system.

amounted.to.233.5.million.Lari..on.the.

one hand, intensive use of Certificates 

of.deposit.contributes.to.development.of.

short-term.securities.market.and.improves.

liquidity.management.by.commercial.banks..

on.the.other.hand,.it.plays.an.important.

role.in.meeting.monetary.policy.goals.

attempting.to.mitigate.the.impact.of.

the.august.military.activities.and.to.

maintain financial stability, the NBG 

used.the.lending.of.last.resort.facility,.

in.order.to.provide.the.banking.system.

TABLE 2.2.2
dynamIcs of the reserve money
ENd OF mONTh dATA, 2008

TABLE 2.2.1
dynamIcs of the reserve money
AVERAGE mONThLy dATA, 2008

01.08 02.08 03.08 0�.08 0�.08 0�.08 0�.08 08.08 09.08
Reserve money 1�20��9 1�13282 1����80 1�3333� 1��2��8 1��2��8 1�18�1� 1�0�9�1 1�9��11
money in 
circulation 121�13� 1199��� 12��0�� 133��0� 13�0��1 13�0��1 1�0228� 1��0��9 1�089��

deposits of Bank 203�13 213�0� 203�1� 198929 211�0� 211�0� 21��29 13�392 18����
Balances on 
corresponding 
accounts

203��3 213��8 203��� 1988�0 211��� 211��� 21��0� 13�392 18����

01.08 02.08 03.08 0�.08 0�.08 0�.08 0�.08 08.08 09.08
Reserve money 1338939 1392331 1�13��0 1�22132 1�08��8 1�00239 1��2181 1�3�23� 1�3���0
money in 
circulation 118��2� 122�0�2 128�123 1391��� 13�82�3 1�1323� 1��81�1 1�39132 1399208

deposits of Bank 1���1� 1��289 12��18 130�88 1�0�1� 18�002 20�010 9�102 33�2�2
Balances on 
corresponding 
accounts

1��3�� 1��231 12�3�9 130�29 1�0��� 18�002 20�010 9�102 33�2�2
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TABLE 2.2.1.1
monthly changes In monetary aggregates
ENd OF mONTh dATA, 2008

with short-term liquidity funds. The NBG 

suspended money withdrawal through 

the CDs and launched 7-day refinancing 

loans..regarding.the.lending.of.last.resort.

facility, 38.14 million Lari was extended 

and 23.34 million Lari was repaid in the 

same.month..the.use.of.the.same.facility.

in.september.amounted.to.121.6.million.

Lari, of which 14.8 million Lari was repaid. 

as.a.result.of.the.above–mentioned.

monetary flows, the monetary base 

expanded.by.134.1.million.Lari.during.the.

accounting.period..the.volume.of.cash.in.

circulation.decreased.by.14.0.million.Lari.

to.equal.1399.2.million.Lari..the.volume.of.

balances.on.the.corresponding.accounts.of.

commercial.banks.in.the.nBg.increased.by.

148.2.million.Lari.to.equal.335.2.million.

2.2.1. BRoAD MoNEy

Starting from August 2008 high growth 

rates.of.the.money.aggregates.reversed..

the.m3.aggregate.decreased.by..

222.2.million.Lari.to.equal..

3965.7.million.Lari.in.the.accounting.

period..the.foreign.currency.denominated.

deposits.decreased.by.62.6.million.Lari.

during.the.period.amounting.to..

1708.2.million.Lari.by.the.end.of.

september..the.deposits.denominated.in.

the.national.currency.decreased.by..

120.7.million.Lari.to.equal.1061.0.million.

Lari.by.the.end.of.the.period.

during.the.accounting.period.the..

M2 aggregate was reduced by .

6.6% (159.6 million Lari), which, 

along with the decrease of deposits 

denominated in national currency, was 

conditioned.by.the.decrease.of.the.

volume.of.cash.outside.of.banks..

By.the.end.of.september,.the.annual.

growth rates of broad money aggregates, 

M3 and M2, stood at 6.9% and .

17.1%, respectively.

2.3. MoNETARy INSTRuMENTS 

the.priorities.of.the.nBg’s.monetary.

policy.essentially.changed.during..

QIII.2008..taking.into.account.the.

downward trend of the inflation 

forecasts,.the.nBg.reduced.the.reserve.

requirements.and.introduced.the.

refinancing loans instrument to avoid a 

slump.in.the.money.mass.in.august.

The growth rate of the volume of loans 

issued.by.commercial.banks.still.remained.

GRAPh 2.3.1
net balances on larI corresPondIng accounts of banks, reQuIred net 
balance and surPlus/defIcIt of lIQuIdIty

01.08 02.08 03.08 0�.08 0�.08 0�.08 0�.08 08.08 09.08
broad money 
/m3/ 3981�8� 39�1�02 �02�932 �2�88�2 �1��0�9 �18�900 �3212�� 388�1�9 39�����
monetary mass 
/m2/ 2018��� 20�18�8 22�89�� 23�8��� 231���1 2�1�0�8 2�0�3�8 22�9819 22����9 
cash outside the 
banking sector 1038�12 10�2��� 1122923 1219��9 118���� 123��0� 12909�� 12����9 119��89

Lari in circulation 118��2� 122�0�2 128�123 1391��� 13�82�3 1�1323� 1��81�1 1�39132 1399208
deposits in 
national currency 9�993� 999�0� 113�02� 1139308 1130008 1181��1 121��13 102�0�0 10�09�1
deposits in foreign 
currency 19�3139 18�9�2� 1���98� 192010� 1838�18 1��0822 181390� 1�1�331 1�08208
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high in July (the annual growth rate 

equalled 51.8%). However, demand for 

the.nBg’s.overnight.loans.and.short-term.

interbank.loans.(intensively.used.by.the.

banks to fill the liquidity shortage in QII) 

somewhat slowed down on the grounds 

of.a.comparatively.reduced.pressure.of.

the liquidity deficit in the banking system, 

as.compared.to.QII..the.nBg.continued.

pursuing.the.existing.policy.of.controlling.

the inflation process and absorbing liquidity. 

It.may.be.said.that.the.monetary.policy.did.

not.undergo.assential.changes.in.July..

The August war conditioned drastic changes 

in.the.nBg’s.policy..having.been.previously.

facing.liquidity.surplus,.the.banking.system.

encountered an acute liquidity deficit in 

august..subsequently,.the.nBg’s.policy.

direction.changed.from.absorbtion.to.

supply.of.liquidity.to.the.banking.system..

Taking into account the growing demand 

for.liquidity,.increasing.business.risks,.and.

the.threat.of.recession.in.the.banking.and.

overall.economic.activity,.the.nBg.decided.

to.embark.upon.loosening.of.the.monetary.

policy..Limits.and.interest.rates.on.the.

securities.at.the.91-day.cd.auctions.have.

been significantly reduced. Also, the NBG 

lowered the interest rates on overnight 

loans.and.the.lending.of.last.resort.facility.

(from 20% to 13%). On September 2 the 

NBG introduced a new monetary policy rate 

(for refinancing loans) of 11%, which was 

shortly reduced to 10%.

To maintain financial stability and provide 

the banking system with short-term liquidity 

funds.in.august,.the.nBg.extensively.used.

lending.of.last.resort.facility.

Prior.to.the.august.military.hostilities,..

the 7-day CD auctions were held on .

a weekly basis. Placements were quite 

dynamic,.compared.to.QII1,.reaching.

284.7 million Lari at 11.7% weighted 

average.interest.rate..after.august.8,.only.

one auction for 7-day CDs was held (on 

August 26) with the placement value of 

3.8 million Lari at 10.3% weighted average 

interest.rate..starting.from.the.beginning.

of.september,.emission.of.7-day.cds.

discontinued..as.for.the.91-day.cds,.the.

auctions were held on a weekly basis in 

QIII, except for August 27, when there was 

no.demand.on.these.assets..from.early.

July.through.august.8,.the.total.volume.

of.91-day.cds.reached.62.million.Lari.at.

19% weighted average interest rate, while 

starting.from.august.8.through.the.end.

of.september,.the.placement.of.the.cds.

equaled 83.9 million Lari at 14% weighted 

average.interest.rate..In.percentage,.the.

volume.of.91-day.cds.placed.in.QIII.is.less.

by 11.1%, compared to QII2..such.high.

demand, which remained even after the 

launch.of.the.military.hostilities,.can.be.

explained.by.the.fact.that.the.commercial.

banks.preferred.to.invest.in.the.cds,.

despite.the.decline.of.the.interest.rate.on.

this.asset..the.reason.to.this.may.be.in.the.

increasing.risks.in.the.economy.

the.circumstances.described.above.are.

clearly.seen.in.the.analysis.of.the.money.

withdrawn by means of the CDs and the 

loans.extended.to.commercial.banks.in.

QIII..If.on.June.30,.2008,.gross.and.net.

withdrawals amounted to 180.1 million 

Lari, by August 7-10 the withdrawals 

(both.gross.and.net).amounted.to..

233.5.million.Lari,.but.decreased.shortly,.

and.by.september.30,.the.money.mass.

withdrawn by means of CDs amounted to 

143 million Lari, while the net withdrawal 

1 In total, in QII, 2008, the placement value of �-day cds equaled 283 million Lari at 11.�% weighted average interest rate.
2 In QII 2008, the placement value of 91-day Certificates of Deposits equaled 164.1 million Lari at 17.8% weighted average interest rate. 
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lIQuIdIty WIthdraWals and loans extended to commercIal banks  
by the nbg (In mIllIon larI)
QIII, 2008

INFLATION FAcTORS

amounted.to.17.6.million.Lari.(the.

difference between the gross and the 

net.represents.the.loans.extended.to.

commercial.banks.in.the.amount.of..

125.5.million.Lari).

as.of.the.dynamics.of.loans.extended.

by.the.nBg.to.banks,.their.volume.in.

QIII never exceeded gross withdrawals. 

By.June.30,.the.loans.extended.to.the.

banks.equaled.zero,.on.august.11.they.

increased.to.15.3.million.Lari,.and..

on.september.19.–.decreased.to..

3.9.million.Lari.after.certain.

fluctuations. However, on September 

30,.the.nBg.loans.sharply.rebounded.to..

the.mark.of.125.5.million.Lari..

Refinancing loans represent a new 

instrument.of.the.monetary.policy.

introduced.by.the.nBg.on.september.

2. These loans may be received with 

collateral,.such.as.the.cds.of.the.

nBg,.government’s.treasury.notes,.

treasury.Bills.of.the.ministry.of.finance,.

and.foreign.currency..unlike.the.

overnight.loans,.the.maturity.period.

of the refinancing loans is 7 days. The 

interest rate on the refinancing loans is 

represented by the NBG’s new monetary 

policy rate, which is why it shall play 

a.key.role.in.the.process.of.formation.

of.interest.rates.in.the.economy..

Moreover, refinancing loans should aid 

the.commercial.banks.to.manage.their.

liquidity..It.should.be.noted.that,.amid.

the financial crisis, the demand for 

the refinancing loans was moderate in 

September. Specifically, only one bank 

received.the.loan.amounting.to..

11.5 million Lari at 10.3% weighted 

average.interest.rate.

the.demand.for.the.overnight.loans.

drastically.decreased.in.July,..

including only two loans which totaled .

GRAPh 2.3.3
Placement of the 91-day cds, and maxImal and mInImal WeIghted average 
Interest rates
QIII, 2008

GRAPh 2.3.�
Placement of the 7-day cds, key PolIcy rate, and WeIghted average 
Interest rate 
July-August, 2008
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12.million.Lari1..this.speaks.of.the.

improved.liquidity.management.by.the.

banks.in.this.period..Because.of.certain.

panic.caused.by.the.military.hostilities,.

there.emerged.a.certain.demand.for.the.

overnight loans. 6 loans were extended 

in.august.totaling.29.5.million.Lari..In.

august-september.the.interest.rate.

on the overnight loans was reduced 

from 20% to 13%. However, none of 

the.banks.requested.these.loans.in.

September, which may speak of the 

banks’.conservative.approach.to.the.

crediting.of.economy.

2.4. INTERBANK LoANS

Based.on.commercial.banks’.data,.in..

QIII.2008.the.total.volume.of.the.national.

currency.denominated.loans.extended.in.

the.interbank.market.equaled.1547.million.

Lari, which indicates a substantial reduction, 

compared to QI and QII, when these loans 

amounted.to.2964.million.Lari.and..

2048.million.Lari,.respectively.

In comparison with the previous quarter, 

there was a slight increase in the Euro-

denominated.deals.(from.2162.million.

Lari.to.2318million.Lari),.and.a.reduction.

in.the.us.dollar.denominated.deals.(from.

579.million.Lari.to.498.million.Lari)..

the.largest.volumes.of.deals.

denominated.in.the.national.and.foreign.

currency were registered in July equaling 

613.million.Lari,.953.million.euro,.and.

244.million.us.dollars..the.august.

war negatively impacted the interbank 

market.activities..Particular.slackening.

of the market was registered in.august,.

followed by a recovery in September. 

for.the.Lari-denominated.deals,.the.

volumes.stood.at.322.million.in.august.

and.612.million.in.september..for.the.

euro-denominated.deals,.the.volumes.

stood.at.730.million.in.august.and.635.

million.in.september..as.for.the.us.

dollar-denominated.deals,.the.volumes.

stood.at.130.million.in.august.and..

123.million.in.september..the.largest.

share.of.the.august.deals.in.the.Lari.and.

the US dollars was registered prior .

to.august.8..

short-term.deals.dominated.in.the.

interbank.market,.e.g..the.overnight.

and.7-day.loans.denominated.in.Lari.

comprised 91.8% of the total volume of 

loans, while the share of loans issued for 

one transaction day stood at 85.6%. A 

similar.observation.applies.to.the.loans.

issued.in.the.euro.and.the.us.dollars,.

the shares of which stand at 93% and 

54.5%, respectively.

During the quarter under review, the 

interest.rates.on.the.Lari-denominated.

loan.resources.of.the.interbank.market.

tended to decrease in line with the 

changes.of.the.nBg’s.monetary.policy.

rate. Namely, the weighted average 

annual.interest.rate.on.the.Lari-

denominated.loans.issued.for.one.

transaction day equaled 9%, while the 

same.parameter.for.the.previous.quarter.

equaled 13.4%. At the same time, the 

same.parameter.for.the.period.from.July.

1 through August 7 equaled 9.4%, while 

it was only 8.8% for the period from 

august.8.through.september.30..as.of.

the.7-day.Lari-denominated.loans,.the.

weighted average annual interest rate 

1 In QII, 2008, the total volume of overnight loans borrowed by commercial banks amounted to 2 28�.� million Lari, while in QI, the volume of such 
loans equaled 10��.1 million Lari. 
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1 For the period from July 1 through August �, this parameter equaled 1�.3%, and 8.8% for the period from August 8 through September 30.

equaled 13.5%1 in QIII, while the same 

parameter.for.the.previous.quarter..

stood at 15.2%. 

the.7-day.loans.denominated.in.the.

national currency were rarely extended 

in.the.accounting.quarter..the.total.

volume.of.these.loans.extended.during.

this.period.amounted.to.61.4.million.Lari,.

as.compared.to.179.million.Lari.for.the.

previous.quarter..the.number.of.such.

deals significantly decreased in August-

September, when mostly no deals were 

concluded.for.the.7-day.loans..to.the.

contrary,.the.deals.for.the.1-day.interbank.

loans were concluded almost every day. 

However, the total volume of the 1-day 

Lari-denominated loans reduced by 46% 

in.QIII.compared.to.the.previous.quarter...

High volatility of the TIBR-1 was observed 

in QIII. Namely, the rate was particularly 

high.during.august.11.through.september.

10 and dropped back afterwards.

When.comparing.the.7-day.interbank.loan.

interest.rates.to.the.7-day.cd.interest.

rates,.the.rates.on.the.interbank.loans.

are.higher..this.is.due.to.the.fact.that,.as.

a.rule,.revenues.received.by.commercial.

banks from the CDs are more profitable 

than.those.received.from.the.interbank.

loans..the.advantage.of.the.cds.is.that.

they carry a lower risk factor. Beside this, 

the.interbank.lending.requires.a.larger.

amount.of.bank.capital..It.is.anticipated.

that the spread between the NBG’s 

monetary.policy.rate.and.the.interbank.

rate on the 7-day loans will narrow 

against.the.background.of.the.introduction.

of refinancing loans. However, scarcity 

of.deals.concluded.in.september.in.both.

markets does not provide sufficient 

ground.for.a.reliable.analysis.yet..as.

GRAPh  2.�.2
Interest rate on 7-day Interbank loans and the key PolIcy rate

for.the.3-month.interbank.loans,.only.

three deals were concluded in QIII 2008 

(namely,.on.september.11-12),.in.the.

total.amount.of.12.8.million.Lari..the.

interest.rate.on.all.the.three.loans.equaled.

15%. The weighted average interest rate 

on.the.3-month.cds.placed.on.september.

11 was also set at 15%.

GRAPh  2.�.1
tbIlIsI Interbank rate on short-term loans denomInated In larI* 
01.07.2008 – 30.09.2008

* Note: empty curve segments correspond to the banking days on which there were no deals for the 
given loans.
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2.5. BANKINg SECToR

The growth tendency continued in the 

country’s.banking.sector..the.credit.

portfolio.of.the.sector.amounted.to.867.4.

million Lari, which is 18.7% more that the 

same.parameter.as.of.december.31,.2007..

the.total.volume.of.loans.extended.by.

commercial.banks.to.the.country’s.economy.

equaled 5503.6 million Lari. However, the 

increase.in.the.risk.factor,.emerged.due.to.

the August military hostilities, significantly 

reduced.the.activity.of.both.banks.and.their.

clients, leading to deceleration of the growth 

rate.of.the.total.volume.of.loans.during.the.

last two months.

It.is.remarkable.that.the.volumes.of.

the.long-term.loans.extended.by.the.

commercial banks increased by 2.2%. 

the.share.of.such.loans.in.the.overall.

loans.extended.to.the.economy.stands.at.

circa 70.5%, which is close to the mark 

corresponding.to.the.beginning.of.the.year..

In.recent.period.the.share.of.long-term.

loans.in.the.total.lending.has.been.gradually.

growing. Such a growth can be explained, 

on the one hand, by the diversification of 

long-term.lending.facilities.introduced.by.

the.commercial.banks.(such.as.mortgage.

finance, automobile loans and similar types 

of.lending).and,.on.the.other.hand,.by.the.

existing.demand.on.the.part.of.business.

entities. As a reaction to the August war, 

the.commercial.banks.reduced.the.lending.

portfolio, which primarily affected short-

term.loans.

during.the.accounting.period.the.volume.

of.lending.to.legal.persons.dropped.by.

6.6%. It must be noted that the share of 

lending.to.legal.persons.gradually.began.

to.decrease.starting.from.may.and.equaled.

58% presently, as compared to 66% in the 

beginning.of.the.year.

during.the.nine.months.of.the.current.year.

the growth rate of lending in the national 

currency equaled 23.3%. As a result, the 

loan dollarization ratio decreased to 67.3%, 

compared.to.the.beginning.of.the.year..It.

must be noted, however, that the lowest 

dollarization rate was registered in June 

(64.7%), and the downtrend reversed 

upwards thereafter. The largest share of the 

GRAPh  2.�.1
groWth rate of total volume of loans
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lending.to.the.economy.is.still.in.the.foreign.

currency..the.volume.of.loans.extended.

in.foreign.currency.in.the.current.year.

increased by 32.1% (USD 2.683 million). 

as.of.september.30,.2008,.the.share.of.

overdue loans increased by 75%. Such a 

sharp increase fell mostly within August-

september..By.the.end.of.september,.the.

share of overdue loans equaled 2.9% of the 

total.volume.of.loans.

during.the.accounting.period.interest.rates.

on.loans.increased.by.0.6.percentage.points.

and the weighted average interest rate 

equaled 22.4%. Particular rate increase 

was registered for loans in foreign currency 

surging by 1.5 percentage points, while the 

interest.rate.on.loans.in.national.currency.

decreased.by.0.3.percentage.points.

Deposit Liabilities.decreased.by..

183.3.million.Lari.during.the.

accounting.period,.and.by.the.end.of.

september.amounted.to.2769.2.million.

Lari,.according.to.the.data.expressed.

in the national currency. However, the 

volume.of.deposit.liabilities.increased,.

taking.into.consideration.the.exchange.

rate.volatilities.of.the.national.

currency.against.the.foreign.currency..

In.particular,.the.foreign.currency.

denominated.deposits.decreased.by.

USD 33.0 million (2.6%) amounting to 

usd.1216.million..for.the.same.period,.

the.national.currency.denominated.

deposits.decreased.by.120.7.million.

(10.2%) amounting to 1.061 million. 

such.a.reduction.in.the.deposit.

volumes was conditioned by the August 

war. In August the national currency 

denominated.deposits.decreased.by.

192.4 million Lari, while the foreign 

currency.denominated.deposits.

TABLE  2.�.1
loans Issued by commercIal banks (mIllIon larI)

12.0� 01.08 02.08 03.08 0�.08 0�.08 0�.08 0�.08 08.08 09.08
Liabilities of the Economy 
towards commercial Banks ��3� ��32 �882 �0�8 �303 ���1 ��9� ���1 ���� ��0�

In National currency 1��8 1�3� 1�12 1�3� 1819 191� 19�� 1983 1880 1�9�
In Foreign currency 31�8 319� 32�9 333� 3�8� 3�3� 3�19 3��8 3�8� 3�0�

Term Loans ��0� ���1 ��1� �903 �12� �280 ��38 ���1 �3�0 �2�2

Short-term Loans 133� 13�8 1�20 1�32 1�9� 1�38 1��1 1�9� 1��0 1390
Long-term Loans 31�1 3223 329� 33�1 3�31 3��2 3�9� 39�� 3910 3882

Term Loans to Legal 
Persons 30�0 30�2 31�0 323� 3339 33�2 3�2� 339� 32�� 3201

Term Loans on Physical 
Persons 1��� 1�99 1��� 1��� 1�8� 1909 2011 21�� 212� 20�0

GRAPh  2.�.3
dollarIzatIon of loans
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GRAPh.2.�.1
Interbank Interest rates  
(montrly averange)

GRAPh.2.�.2
real gdP groWth, cIs and central and east  
euroPean countrIes 
QII, 2008

decreased.by.usd.141.2.million..the.

situation.recovered.close.to.the.end.

of.august.and.throughout.september,.

and.the.uptrend.that.existed.before.

August resumed. The annual growth 

rate.of.deposit.liabilities.of.the.banking.

sector equaled 0.5% in September, as 

expressed.in.national.currency.

During the first nine months of .

2008,.the.deposit.dollarization.ratio.

continued.to.decline.due.to.the.

decreasing growth rate of deposits 

denominated.in.both.national.and.

foreign.currency..as.a.result,.the.ratio.

declined.by.3.7.percentage.points.to.

equal 61.7% by the end of September. 

By.the.end.of.July.the.deposit.

dollarization.ratio.declined.further.to.

reach the mark of 59.9%.

during.the.current.year.the.interest.

rates.on.deposits.increased.(by..

1.1.percentage.points).mainly.due.

to.the.rates.on.foreign.currency.

denominated.deposits,.the.latter.

increasing.by.1.1.percentage.points.

to 9.3%. As for the national currency 

denominated.deposits,.the.interest.rate.

thereon were down by 0.8 percentage 

points..compared.to.september..

2007,.the.interest.rates.increased.by..

1.5% percentage points.

2.6 FACToRS AFFECTINg THE 

ExCHANgE RATE

The main objective of the National Bank 

of.georgia.is.to.ensure.price.stability..

accordingly,.in.order.to.maintain.

exchange.rate.stability,.the.nBg.

intervenes.on.both.sides.at.the.tIBfeX.

within the limits not jeopardizing the 

NBG’s main objective. 

TABLE  2.�.2
dePosIts at commercIal banks  (mIllIons of larI)

 12.0� 01.08 02.08 03.08 0�.08 0�.08 0�.08 0�.08 08.08 09.08
deposit liabilities, total 2829 2943 2879 2904 3059 2969 2952 3030 2641 2769
           
  legal Persons 1536 1618 1499 1508 1614 1538 1466 1513 1384 1502
     National currency ��� ��0 ��8 8�� 830 832 8�3 88� ��0 80�
    Foreign currency ��0 8�� ��1 ��2 �83 �0� �03 �29 �1� �9�
  Physical Persons 1292 1325 1380 1396 1446 1431 1487 1517 1257 1267
    National currency 21� 210 2�1 290 309 298 319 332 2�� 2��
    Foreign currency 10�8 111� 1139 110� 113� 1133 11�8 118� 1003 1011
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GRAPh.2.�.3
foreIgn dIrect Investments InfloW In georgIa

GRAPh.2.�.�
current account defIcIt as Percentage of gdP

the.exchange.rate.is.determined.by.

demand.and.supply..foreign.capital.

inflows represent one of the most 

important.factors.affecting.supply..

subsequently,.it.is.critical.to.analyze.

these factors and compare them with 

the.corresponding.parameters.of.other.

countries determining the inflow of 

investment.funds..these.factors.include.

market interest rates and the growth 

rate.of.economy..

high.interest.rate.is.an.additional.

incentive for foreign capital inflows; 

whereas the country’s economic .

growth is the main factor that 

preconditions.high.returns.on.

investments.

During the first quarter of 2008 

georgia.had.one.of.the.highest.rates.

of economic growth among other 

developing countries. The growth rate 

of.the.real.gdP.of.georgia.reached.

12.4% in 2007, while, according to .

the data for the first two quarters .

of.2008,.the.same.parameter..

equaled 8.5% 

rapidly.developing.countries.are.

characterized.by.attracting.large.volumes.

of.foreign.capital..georgia.maintained.

quite high growth rates in the recent 

years, which makes it attractive for 

investment.activities..

The Russian aggression, along with 

the global financial crisis, negatively 

impacted the country’s economic growth 

leading to a significant drop .

of.fdIs.

In.2007.the.volume.of.fdIs.amounted.

to.1.75.billion.usd..during..

QI.2008.the.volumes.stood.at..

944 million USD, which is 36% higher 

than.in.the.analogous.period.of.2007..

However, in QIII the volume of FDIs will 

probably be within the range of .

150.million.usd.
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The current account deficit exceeded .

2.billion.usd.in.2007..In.QI.2008.it.

reached 1.7 billion USD and will be likely 

to.exceed.3.billion.usd.by.the.end..

of.the.year.

The current account deficit with respect to 

the GDP increased to approximately 30%, 

compared to 5% in 2004. Such a worsening 

is largely due to the foreign trade deficit 

fueled by a rapid growth of investment 

volumes, which, in turn, represent a source 

of financing of the current account deficit.

during.the.past.several.years.the.nBg.

was intervening at the TIBFEX with the 

purpose.of.purchasing.foreign.currency.

for.the.most.part..the.volumes.of.such.

interventions were increasing with time. 

This policy was pursued by the NBG 

in.order.to.maintain.stability.of.the.

exchange.rate..It.became.clear.after.

august.that.the.Lari.exchange.rate.

depreciation was needed to find a new 

equilibrium point. However, against the 

background.of.the.russian.aggression.

an immediate depreciation would have 

led to deplorable consequences, which 

conditioned.the.necessity.to.maintain.

the.exchange.rate.close.to.the.existing.

level.for.a.certain.period..as.a.result,.

the.nBg’s.interventions.at.the.tIBfeX.

mainly.assumed.the.form.of.foreign.

currency.sales.

GRAPh.2.�.�
net Purchases of the nbg at tIbfex
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Box 2. THE LARI EFFECTIvE ExCHANgE RATE

the.effective.exchange.rate.represents.

an.important.indicator.of.competitiveness.

of.a.country’s.economy..the.nominal.

effective exchange rate (NEER) reflects 

a.change.in.the.value.of.a.domestic.

currency with respect to the currencies 

of major trading partners. Subsequently, 

the.neer.plays.important.role.in.

measuring exchange rate fluctuations 

and.their.effect.on.the.terms.of.trade..It.

must.be.noted.that.the.country’s.global.

competitiveness.also.depends,.apart.from.

the.exchange.rate,.on.the.price.changes.

both within the country and in the 

economies.of.partner.countries..dynamics.

of.the.real.effective.exchange.rate.(reer).

reflect the change in the Lari exchange 

rate.by.taking.into.account.changes.

in.the.ratio.of.the.cPIs.in.georgia.and.

its major trading partners. REER is an 

extensively.used.measure.of.a.country’s.

competitiveness.at.the.international.level..

a.higher.reer.means.a.real.appreciation.

of a domestic currency and weakening of 

a.country’s.competitiveness..

The NBG uses two different 

methodologies.to.calculate.the.effective.

exchange.rate..In.general,.the.Lari.

effective exchange rates are defined 

as a weighted geometric average of 

the.Lari.exchange.rate.against.the.

currencies of major trading partners: 

......................
n

.            NEER = ∏ (ei, Lari)
wi ............

......................
i=1

................                      ......... 

                            
N       dLari ei, Lari    

             REER = ∏ [                   ]
wi

,.

.....................
i=1...........di

 where

ei, Lari.–.is.the.nominal.exchange.rate.of.

an.ith.trading.partner’s.currency.against..

the.Lari;.

dLari.and.di.–.are.the.consumer.price.

indices.in.georgia.and.an.ith.trading.

partner,.respectively;

n.–.is a number of major trading 

partners;.and

wi.–.is the weight assigned to the 

currency.of.an.ith.country.

The main difference between the two 

methodologies.is.in.the.approach.used.

to calculate the weights of major trading 

partners..according.to.the.approach.

under the first methodology, the weight 

of.each.currency.represents.a.share.

of.a.respective.country.in.georgia’s.

trade.turnover..according.to.the.

second methodology, which is based 

on.the.methodology.elaborated.by.the.

European Central Bank, the weight of 

each.currency.is.calculated.taking.into.

account.the.„third.market.effect”,.i.e..

competition.faced.by.georgian.exporters.

in.the.foreign.markets.on.the.part.of.

domestic businesses as well as .

exporters.from.other.countries..the.

„third.market.effect”.is.of.a.practical.

importance.considering.that.those.

trading.partners.of.georgia.(such.as.

Turkey and Ukraine) who represent 

significant suppliers to the same markets 

georgia.exports.to.(thus,.rendering.

strong.competition.to.georgia.in.both.

local.and.third.countries’.markets).have.

more weight than their respective share 

in.georgia’s.tgross.trade..

Moreover, the two methodologies differ 

by.the.number.of.countries.covered..

INFLATION FAcTORS
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GRAPh 1.
the real effectIve exchange rate  
(January 200�=100)

the.second.methodology.covers..

15 trading partner countries (Azerbaijan, 

usa,.Bulgaria,.united.Kingdom,.

germany,.turkey,.Italy,.canada,.russia,.

france,.armenia,.ukraine,.china,.

Kazakhstan, and Switzerland), while 

according to the first methodology the 

Lari.effective.exchange.rate.is.relative.

to the currencies of 12 major trading 

partners, including Azerbaijan, USA, 

united.Kingdom,.germany,.turkey,.

Italy,.russia,.france,.armenia,.ukraine,.

Switzerland and the Netherlands. 

In.terms.of.the.reer,.georgia’s.

international competitiveness was 

comparatively stable with the REER 

appreciating by 2% only in the period 

from.January.2007.through.august.

2008. However, after August the REER 

soared - in September it grew by 9% 

and 11% compared to August and 

January,.respectively.

dynamics.of.the.reer.has.been.mostly.

determined.by.the.neer.dynamics.

the.values.of.the.effective.exchange.

rate calculated in line with the two 

methodologies.particularly.diverge.

during.the.period.of.march.through.

august.2008..such.a.divergence.is.

mainly.conditioned.by.the.processes.

taking.place.in.those.countries.that.are.

not included in the first methodology 

(Bulgaria,.Kazakhstan,.china,.and.

canada)..In.particular,.during.the.

above-mentioned.period.these.countries.

were experiencing an increase in 

inflation while the exchange rates 

remained.mostly.stable..this.implies.

relative.strengthening.of.georgia’s.

competitiveness, which was not captured 

by the first methodology. Moreover, 

differences.are.also.conditioned.by.the.

fact that weights assigned to trading 

partners.differ.for.each.methodology,.

implying,.consequently,.different.impacts.

of.processes.taking.place.in.these.

countries.on.georgia’s.competitiveness..

the.processes.that.took.place.in.

Georgia and its major trading partners 

during.august-september.resulted.

in.appreciation.of.the.Lari.effective.

exchange rate, thus, weakening 

georgia’s.competitiveness.at.the.

international.level..
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2.7. PRoDuCTIoN AND DEMAND

georgia’s.gdP.at.current.prices..

equaled.4995.2.million.Lari.in..

QII 2008. Growth rate of the GDP in .

real terms equaled 7.9%, which is .

lower than the QI rate (9.3%). Positive 

growth rates were registered practically 

in.all.sectors.of.the.country’s..

economy.

The lower economic growth was 

conditioned.by.the.deceleration.

of growth rates in such important 

sectors.of.the.country’s.economy.as.

agriculture (quarterly growth of 1.5%), 

construction (1.1%), and transport 

(1.5%). On the other hand, by far 

higher growth rates in QII, as compared 

to QI, were registered in such sectors 

as financial intermediation (40.4%) 

and manufacturing industry (8.9%). 

High growth rates remained in the 

public administration (14.5%) and 

communications (21.5%) sectors. 

the.statistics.department.releases.

the.gdP.figures.on.the.85th.day.from.

the.end.of.the.accounting.quarter..

this.means.that.the.gdP.data.for.

QIII 2008, being nowadays a crucial 

quarter for the country’s economy, will 

be.available.by.december.25.of.the.

current.year.

according.to.the.nBg’s.estimations,.

the.august.military.hostilities.and.the.

global financial crisis will entail significant 

negative.consequences.for.the.economy.

of.georgia.for.a.period.of.one.year.at.

least. The country’s economic growth 

will essentially dampen to approach the 

lowest mark registered over the recent 

years,.nearly.zero.point,.in.QIII.of.the.

current.year.

It.is.expected.that.in.QIII.2008.the.

economic slump will affect such sectors 

as.transport,.agriculture,.and.restaurants.

and hotels. In comparison with the 

previous quarter the situation will also 

worsen in the construction, financial 

intermediation,.and.trade.sectors.

2.7.1 HouSEHoLD AND 

govERNMENT CoNSuMPTIoN

household.consumption.amounted.

to.3362.2.million.Lari.in.QII.2008,.

which in nominal terms exceeds the 

same.parameter.of.the.previous.

year by 18.4%. During the latest 

quarters nominal growth rates of 

INFLATION FAcTORS

table 2.7.1
share of economIc sectors In gdP (%)

Economic Sectors Share in GdP Growth Rates (QII 
200� = 100)

GdP Growth 
contribution  

(percent points)
Agriculture, hunting and Forestry, 
Fish catching and Fishery 10.0 101.� 0.1�

mining and Quarrying 0.9 100.3 0.00
manufacturing 8.1 108.9 0.�2
Production and distribution of 
Electricity, Gas and Water 2.3 10�.� 0.13

Processing Products by households 1.8 10�.8 0.09
construction �.2 101.1 0.0�
Trade; Repair of cars, home 
Appliances, and Goods of Personal 
consumption 

1�.1 109.� 1.33

hotels and Restaurants 2.1 10�.0 0.10
Transport �.1 101.� 0.10
communications and Post 3.0 121.� 0.��
Financial Intermediation 2.� 1�0.� 1.00
Real Estate, Renting, and Business 
Activities 3.2 11�.� 0.�0

Imputed Rent of Own Occupied 
dwellings 2.2 103.9 0.08

Public Administration 11.� 11�.� 1.�0
Education 3.1 109.� 0.30
health care and Social Assistance �.� 101.2 0.0�
communal, Social and Personal 
Services 3.1 11�.� 0.�9

Private households with Employed 
Persons 0.1 102.1 0.00

FISIm Adjustment -1.0 13�.� -0.3�
gdP in basic Prices 86.0 108.3 7.13
Taxes on Goods 1�.� 10�.3 0.��
Subsidies on Goods -0.� 102.� -0.01
gdP at market prices 100.0 107.9 7.90
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2.7.2. INvESTMENTS 

In.contrast.to.the.decline.registered.

in.the.previous.quarter,.gross.capital.

formation increased by 16.7% reaching 

1554.4.million.Lari.in.the.reporting.

quarter. Subsequently, the growth of 

gross formation of fixed capital equaled 

11.4%, while growth of changes in 

inventories equaled 47.5%.

starting.from.QIII,.a.substantial..

decline.is.anticipated.in.the.investments.

growth ratio. This is largely due to the 

August war in Georgia. In this context, 

the.main.obstruction.to.investment.

growth is seen in the forecasted 

shortfall.of.foreign.direct.investments..

Potentially,.the.shortfall.could.be.

replenished from the large financial 

assistance.package.extended.to.

Georgia; however, this package will not 

be.available.until.2009.

2.8. ExTERNAL TRADE

In.January.through.september..

2008 Georgia’s trade deficit amounted .

to 3569 million USD, which is .

33% higher than the same parameter 

of.the.previous.year..at.the.same.time,.

exports.of.goods.exceeded.the.total.

figure registered in 2007, while showing 

a 43% increase compared to the same 

period.of.the.previous.year..Imports.of.

goods.amounted.to.4809.million.usd,.

which is 36% higher than the same 

parameter.of.the.previous.year...

according.to.the.QI-QIII.2008.data,.the.

growth rate of exports of goods exceeded 

that.of.imports.of.goods..this.tendency.

was particularly evident in QIII, when 

compared.to.the.same.period.of.the.

private consumption was significantly 

lagging.behind.those.of.government.

consumption..the.latter.increased.by.

61.3% in the same period reaching 

1304.5 million Lari. Such a rapid growth 

of.government.consumption.in.the.latest.

period.reduced.the.share.of.household.

consumption.in.the.nominal.gdP..

to 71.8%.

Particularly high growth rate was 

registered.for.the.“collective.consumption”.

sub-component.of.government.

consumption; the growth of this 

component reached 67.8% in QII 2008. 

graPh 2.8.1
ImPorts, exPorts, and trade defIcIt

table 2.8.1
annual groWth rate, (%) 

QI, 2008 QII, 2008 QIII, 2008 Total 2008

Imports 3� �0 1� 32

Exports �� �� 38 43

Trade Deficit 31 �1 � 28

Source: Statistics department
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previous year the exports growth rate 

equaled 38%, while imports growth rate 

equaled 22%. As a result, the trade 

deficit increased by 17% only.

As shown in the diagram, external .

trade.turnover.has.declined.in.QIII.2008.

compared to QII, which does not reflect 

the tendency of previous years. However, 

such.a.reduction.shall.not.be.considered.

unexpected.taking.into.account..

the.august.military.hostilities...

at.the.same.time,.the.extent.of.the.

August impact differs with respect 

to.imports.and.exports..namely,.the.

slowdown in the growth rate of imports 

was stronger and equaled 10% compared 

to the previous quarter, while exports fell 

by 5% only. External trade turnover was 

particularly low in August.

In.January.through.september.2008.the.

top.ten.export.commodity.groups.are.as.

follows: ferroalloys, ferrous scrap metals, 

cars,.copper.mines.and.concentrates,.

fertilizers,.gold,.spirits.and.alcoholic.

beverages, copper scrap, and wine of 

fresh grapes, which exceed 70% of total 

exports..turkey.remains.the.largest.

trading.partner.of.georgia..

high.exchange.rate.volatility.of.the.

us.dollar.during.the.above-mentioned.

period.against.the.Lari.and.other.

currencies.has.brought.about.certain.

difficulties in the analysis of external 

trade..this.is.because.the.data.are.

calculated.in.terms.of.the.us.dollars,.

according.to.the.existing.methodology..

In.order.to.address.this.issue,.the.

external trade data, as shown in the 

chart below, were adjusted using the 

nominal.effective.exchange.rate.of.the.

US dollar (with respect to January 2007, 

the adjustment was made relative to the 

major currencies). As for the effect of 

price.changes,.due.to.unavailability.of.

external.trade.price.index.it.is.extremely.

difficult to separate the price increase 

effect.from.volumes.increase.

as.a.result.of.the.above-mentioned.

adjustment, in January through 

September 2008 trade deficit increased 

by 25%, exports of goods increased 

by 34%, and the imports increased by 

27%, as compared to the analogous 

period.of.the.previous.year..It.must.be.

noted, however, that this performance 

does.not.affect.the.overall.external.trade.

tendency..

INFLATION FAcTORS

graPh 2.8.2
ImPorts, exPorts and trade defIcIt adjusted by the nomInal effectIve 
usd exchange rate
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.

graPh 1
neer dynamIcs for us dollar 
200�-2008

Box 3. FoREIgN ExCHANgE vALuE oF THE uS DoLLAR 

the.federal.reserve.system.publishes.

several.indices.of.the.eer.of.the.us.

dollar in line with the methodology 

revised.in.1998..as.mentioned.above,.

the main reason why the indices were 

introduced was to evaluate the impact 

of the USD exchange rate fluctuations 

(strengthening/weakening) on trading 

competitiveness.of.the.us.relative.

to the major trading partners. In 

addition,.to.measure.the.degree.of.

financial markets’ pressure on the 

us.dollar.exchange.rate,.one.of.the.

indices reflects the exchange rate 

fluctuations relative to the major 

currencies.only.

the.methodology.used.by.the.fed.is.

similar.to.that.used.by.the.ecB.(see.

BoX.2,.effective.exchange.rate.of.

Lari), with the difference that the 

weights are calculated by taking into 

consideration.annual.external.trade.

data.and.are.updated.on.a.yearly.

basis.and.calculated.by.taking.into.

consideration.the.annual.external..

trade.data.

three.types.of.the.indices.are.calculated.

differing.from.each.other.by.sets.of.

currencies.included..these.indices.are:.

the broad index, the major currencies 

index,.and.the.other.important.trading.

partners.index.

the.broad.eer.index.includes.the.

currencies of those economies whose 

share.in.external.trade.(export.and.

import) exceeds 0.5% as of 1997. 

There were 26 economies (90% of the 

us.external.trade).conforming.to.this.

criterion,.including,.inter.alia,.11.euro.

area.countries..

The Fed distinguishes two groups of 

currencies of major trading partners. 

The first group covers the so-called 

major currencies, widely used outside 

of.the.respective.economies,.including.

euro.(eur),.canadian.dollar.(cad),.

Japanese.Yen.(JPY),.British.Pound.

(GBP), Swiss Franc (CHF), Australian 

Dollar (AUD), Swedish Krona (SEK). 

the.currencies.that.are.included.into.

the.broad.index.but.are.excluded.

from the major currencies category 

belong.to.the.“other.important.trading.

partners”.group.

subsequently,.beside.the.broad.index,.

two more sub-indices corresponding to 

the.above-mentioned.currency.groups.

are calculated. These two indices are: 
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graPh 2
reer dynamIcs for us dollar 
200�-2008

the major currencies index, and the 

“other.important.trading.partners”.

index. The major currencies index is 

used to measure the degree of financial 

markets’.pressure.on.the.exchange.rate.

of.the.us.dollar.

monthly.dynamics.of.all.the.three.

indices.for.both.nominal.and.real.

effective exchange rates are shown 

below. 

As shown in the diagram above, all 

neer.indices.have.similar.dynamics..

depreciation.of.the.us.dollar.began.in.

the.second.half.of.2006.and.continued.

until.august.2008..the.subsequent.

months show a strong appreciation, 

and.by.the.end.of.2008.the.us.dollar.

neer.moves.back.to.around.the..

2005.level..assuming.august.2008.is.

a.starting.point,.the.neer.appreciated.

as follows: 11.7% by the major 

currencies index; 12.8% by the broad 

index; and 13.9% by the other trading 

partners.index.

The REER indices also show alike 

dynamics, with the difference that 

the values of the broad and major 

currencies.indices.converge.closer.to.

each other, which means that in the 

period.under.consideration.the.us.had.

a higher inflation compared to other 

leading.economies.
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InflatIon forecast

TABLE 3.1
the effects to be excluded from 2008 annual InflatIon (%)

dp=0.13de– 2 – 0.0�3de– � + 0,03�dm–1 + 

+ 0.03�dm–2 – 0.0�0dm–3 + 0.011dpoil
–1 +

+ 0.02�dpfood
–1 – 0.022ecm

In forecasting inflation the NBG mainly 

uses two approaches. On the one hand, 

the.nBg.monitors.each.of.the.product.

indices.included.in.the.consumption.basket.

and makes inflation forecasts under 

certain assumptions and projections. On 

the.other.hand,.it.applies.econometric.

modeling of inflation dynamics.

As it was already mentioned, the price 

increase.on.certain.products.in.the.

consumption basket was probably of .

one-time.nature..hence,.the.resulting.

effect will no longer affect the annual 

inflation of the current year. For instance, 

the price on white wheat flour increased 

in.october-november.2007.pushing..

the annual inflation rate up by .

1.5 percentage points. However, starting 

from.august.2008,.under.the.assumption.

that.no.sharp.price.changes.take.place.

in.the.subsequent.period,.the.above-

mentioned effect (1.5pps.) will no longer 

increase the annual inflation rate. Table 

3.1 below lists those components in the 

consumption.basket.the.price.increases.

whereof were probably of one-time 

nature.in.the.previous.year,.and.hence,.

will not affect the inflation rate in 2008.

In the process of forecasting inflation the 

nBg.takes.into.account.expected.dynamics’.

of world prices on certain important 

products.of.the.consumption.basket;.

currently, these dynamics have a downward 

tendency..subsequently,.assuming.that.

the.regulated.prices.remain.constant,.the.

annual inflation rate is expected to decline. 

according.to.the.existing.estimates,.by.

the end of 2008 the annual inflation rate 

will stand at approximately 6.4%, and the 

average annual rate – at 9.8%.

the.estimated.econometric.model.used.for.

inflation forecasting is given as follows:

where

p.–.consumer.Price.Index;.

m.–.money.mass;.

e.–.exchange.rate.Lari/usd;.

poil.–.average.global.Price.of.oil;

pfood.–.fruits.and.Vegetables.Price;

ecm.–.is.a.variable.depicting.long-term.

equilibrium and is expressed as follows: 

ecm=p–1 – 0.38e–1 – 0.�2m–1 + 1.0�y–1 – �.91

where

y.is.gdP..

the.equation.also.includes.seasonal.and.

dummy.variables.to.describe.seasonality.

and.structural.changes.

With.regard.to.the.explanatory.variables.

included in the model, the following 

assumptions.are.made:

3.

 10.08 11.08 12.08
White Wheat Flour 0.� 1.� 1.�
Wheat Flour 0.1 0.2 0.2
Sunflower Oil 0.� 0.� 0.�
Price of Intracity Transportation by Bus, micro Bus, and Taxi 0.0 0.2 0.2
total 1.4 2.5 2.5
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TABLE 3.2
forecast of certaIn goods PrIce IndIces and theIr share In the annual InflatIon 
2008

Price Indices of Goods from consumption Basket 
(december 200� = 1)

Share in 
Inflation 

%

Share in  
Average  
Annual  

Inflation %

Share in 
Inflation 

%

Share in  
Average  
Annual  

Inflation %
Assumption

Factual Forecast

0�.08 08.08 09.08 10.08 11.08 12.08 01.09 02.09 03.09 12.08 03.09
Total Inflation       6.4 9.8 5.0 8.4
White Wheat Bread 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.39 1.39 1.39 0.2 2.1 0.2 1.� constant
Wheat 1.2� 1.2� 1.2� 1.23 1.1� 1.1� 1.1� 1.1� 1.1� 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Bloomberg Forecast
Wheat Flour 1.3� 1.39 1.38 1.38 1.39 1.39 1.�0 1.�0 1.�0 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.2 Bloomberg Forecast
maize Flour 1.20 1.2� 1.23 1.2� 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 constant
Sunflower Oil 1.80 1.80 1.81 1.�0 1.�2 1.�2 1.�2 1.�2 1.�2 0.1 1.0 -0.1 0.� constant
Sugar 0.8� 0.93 0.9� 0.93 0.9� 0.9� 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0 Bloomberg Forecast
Salt 1.08 1.11 1.10 1.10 1.11 1.11 1.08 1.08 1.08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 constant

             
cold Water 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 constant
Waste disposal 2.3� 2.3� 2.3� 2.3� 2.3� 2.3� 2.3� 2.3� 2.3� 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 constant
Electricity 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 constant
Natural Gas 1.�3 1.�3 1.�3 1.�3 1.�3 1.�3 1.�3 1.�3 1.�3 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.1 constant
Liquid Gas 1.2� 1.29 1.29 1.31 1.�0 1.�0 1.33 1.33 1.33 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 Bloomberg Forecast
Oil 1.29 1.29 1.2� 1.21 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Bloomberg Forecast
diesel Fuel (L-�2, L-�2) 1.�� 1.�� 1.�1 1.�� 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Bloomberg Forecast
Gasoline (Regular, Premium) 1.�0 1.38 1.3� 1.28 1.0� 1.0� 1.0� 1.0� 1.0� -0.3 0.� -0.� 0.2 Bloomberg Forecast
Transportation by Suburb 
Train 0.�1 0.�1 0.�1 0.�1 0.�1 0.�1 0.�1 0.�1 0.�1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 constant
Transportation by Long 
distance Train 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 constant
Transportation by Bus and 
Subway 1.�2 1.�2 1.�2 1.�2 1.�9 1.�9 1.�9 1.�9 1.�9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 constant
Transportation by Intracity 
Bus, micro Bus and Taxi 1.2� 1.2� 1.2� 1.2� 1.2� 1.2� 1.38 1.38 1.38 0.� 0.� 0.� 0.� constant
Transportation by  
Suburb Bus 1.2� 1.2� 1.2� 1.2� 1.2� 1.2� 1.39 1.39 1.39 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 constant
Transportation by  
Intracity Bus 1.1� 1.1� 1.29 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.�2 1.�2 1.�2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 constant

Other Production 1.03 1.0� 1.0� 1.0� 1.08 1.09 1.11 1.12 1.11 3.8 3.0 3.� 3.� �-% Annual Growth

•.the.volume.of.broad.money.excluding.

foreign currency deposits will decrease by 

annual 5% by the end of 2008;

• The real GDP growth rate will equal 

2%; nominal exchange rate of Lari 

against the USD will not change, which 

can.be.explained.by.the.fact.that.in.

general exchange rate follows a random 

walk process.

• Prices on fruit and vegetables will each 

month be 1% higher than the price increase 

on.other.products.of.the.consumption.

basket;.this.is.based.on.the.assumption.that.

during a financial crisis consumers abstain 

to.a.larger.extent.from.buying.non-staple.

goods.than.from.buying.food.products;

• Global oil price will be near 50 USD per 

barrel.by.the.end.of.the.year.

the.results.obtained.by.using.the.

estimated annual inflation model can be 

depicted as follows:

Based.on.the.obtained.results.by.the.end.

of 2008, the annual inflation with a 10% 

probability will vary from 5.5% to 6.1%.

GRAPh 3.1
annual InflatIon forecast
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decIsIons of the monetary 
PolIcy commIttee4.

The Monetary Policy Committee was 

gradually.tightening.the.monetary.policy.

over the first half of 2008. The tightening 

discontinued.in.June,.and.starting.from.

august.the.committee.reversed.to.the.

gradual.loosening..such.changes.in.the.

policy were made to address the situation 

in the financial sector and, overall, in the 

country’s.economy.

In.order.to.provide.commercial.

banks with sufficient liquidity the 

nBg.suspended.the.required.reserve.

requirements.of.commercial.banks.for.the.

period.from.august.7.through.september.

3, while during the reserves observance 

period.from.september.4.through.

October 1 the banks were allowed to 

keep only 25% of the required reserves 

prescribed.by.current.regulations.

In order to maintain financial stability 

and provide the banking system with 

short-term.liquidity.funds.in.august,.the.

nBg.extensively.used.lending.of.last.

resort.facility..subsequently,.one-month.

maturity loans were extended in absence 

of.any.collateral..only.three.commercial.

banks benefited from this facility for a 

total.amount.of.38.1.million.Lari..these.

loans were shortly repaid. 

reductions.of.nBg’s.interest.rates.have.

manifested.monetary.policy.loosening..In.

particular,.the.nBg.reduced.its.key.policy.

rate twice, from 12% to 11% and then 

to 10% (Prior to September 2 the NBG 

was using the 7-day CDs as the main 

monetary.policy.instrument,.but.replaced.

it with the 7-day refinancing loans 

thereafter)..In.addition,.the.nBg.reduced.

the interest rates from annual 19% to 

13% for the 91-day CDs and from 20% 

to 13% for the last resort lending facility.

As the necessity to withdraw money from 

the.economy.no.longer.existed,.limits.on.

the.securities.at.the.91-day.cd.auctions.

were significantly reduced (from 70 

million.Lari.to.25.million.Lari)..moreover,.

the.nBg.offered.commercial.banks.the.

redemption.of.cds..

as.already.mentioned.above,.on.

september.2.the.nBg.made.a.decision.

to replace the one-week instrument, 

and.reverse.the.policy.from.liquidity.

absorbtion.to.its.supply..as.a.result,.the.

use of one-week CDs was suspended 

and one-week refinancing operations 

launched. Along with the overnight loans, 

commercial.banks.could.receive.the.

one-week loans against certain types 

of collateral. Types of collaterals were 

diversified to include foreign currencies, 

along with such collaterals as CDs of the 

nBg,.government’s.treasury.notes,.and.

treasury.Bills.of.the.ministry.of.finance.

the.above.nBg’s.decisions.primarily.

pursued the tasks of maintaining financial 

stability..the.developments.unfolded.

in such a way that these tasks did not 

conflict with the NBG’s primary goal 

–.ensuring.price.stability..the.nBg’s.

inflation forecasts by means of applying 

different.forecasting.methodologies,.made.

it.possible.to.loosen.the.monetary.policy.

One of the major reasons of deceleration 

of economic growth was the reduction of.

loans.extended.to.the.domestic.economy..
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To alleviate the situation it was necessary 

to.provide.additional.liquidity.funds.to.

commercial.banks..thus,.in.september.

the.nBg.issued.a.six-month.loan..

in.the.amount.of.150.million.Lari.at..

13% interest.

the.decisions.of.the.monetary.Policy.

committee.of.the.nBg.made.it.possible.

to.avoid.further.aggravation.of.conditions.

faced by Georgia’s financial sector. In 

September 2008 the banking sector was 

more.or.less.stabilized..

dEcISIONS OF ThE mONETARy POLIcy cOmmITTEE
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